
Téma a charakteristika postupového projektu 2021/2022

Téma: Creating an Original Music Video

Projekt: Students will form a band, compose a song, record and perform a music
video

Garant: Thomas Bolding, David Fojtík

Tým Maximálně 5 studentů 1. ročníku

Pořadí Příjmení a jméno Třída
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Zadání

At the beginning of the project, students will form their musical identity i.e. band, dj,
rapper, the choice is theirs. Then, the group will write a song, and decide what kind of
instrumentation and production techniques they need to create a quality recording.
After practicing, students will record, mix and master their creation. The final
production includes a music video, which consists of the recorded version of the song,
actors, and a high quality video recording.

Cíl

Kdo? Students, actors (either student or external, agreed to via GDPR and other
agreements to the participant’s discretion)

Co? Students will record a song and film a music video production

Kdy? Throughout the 2021/2022 school year
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Proč? Students will learn valuable life and professional skills, including
sound/video production, recording, mixing, songwriting and management

Jak? 1. Compose song lyrics, arrange instrumentation

2. Practice/rehearse the song

3. Record, mix and master the song

4. Brainstorm and draft the script for the music video

5. Assign filming/sound/director roles

6. Film the video

7. Post production

8. Present both the final product and the creative process

Průřezová
témata

Music Production/English

Jednotlivé úkoly

1. Plánování Students will form a band, compose a song, record and
perform a music video
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2. Aplikace 1. Compose song lyrics, arrange instrumentation

2. Practice/rehearse the song

3. Record, mix and master the song

4. Brainstorm and draft the script for the music video

5. Assign filming/sound/director roles

6. Film the video

7. Post production

3. Výstup Present both the final product and the creative process

Pedagogický
dohled / garant

Termín
odevzdání
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